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Abstract
Training inhlight .imulators will be more
effectire if the agents incohl'd in the shire

ulation behace r~ali.stically..ccomplishing
this requires that the automated agents be
under autonomous, intelligent control. lt7
are using the Soar cognitire architecture to
impl
.e
nt intelligent agents that behare as
*much like humans as possible. In order
to approximate human beharior, the agents
muust integrate planning and reaction in real
time, adapt to new and unexpected situations. learn w'ith experience, and exhibit
*the cognitire limitations and strengths of
human.s. This paper describes two simple
tactical flight scenarios and the knowledge
requir'dfor an ag(nt to complete them. In
addition, the paper dscribes an implemente.d
agent iodn.
that pe(rforms in limited tactical scenarios on three different flight sirnula to,.,

The goal of this research is to construct
intelligent. automated agents for flight. simulators that are used to train navy pilots
in flight tactics. When pilots train in tactical siniilations. they learn to react to (and
reason al)oiit ) lhe ,behaviorsof the other

agents (friendly and enemy forces) in the
training scenario. Thus, it is important
that these agents behave as realistically as
possible. Standard automated and semiautomated agents can provide this to a limited extent, but trainees can quickly recognize automated agents and take advantages of known weaknesses in their behavior. To provide a more realistic training situation, automated agents should be indistinguishable from other human pilots taking part in the simulation.
To construct such intelligent, automated
agents, we have applied techniques from
the fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive science. The agents are implemented
within the Soar system, a state-of-the-art.
integrated cognitive architecture (Rosenbloom et al., 1991). These agents incorporate knowledge gleaned from interviews
with experts in flight tactics and analysis
of the tactical domain. Soar is a promising
candidate for developing agents that behave like humans. Flexible and adaptive
behavior is one of Soar's primary strengths,
and Soar s learning mechanism provides it
with the capability of improving its performance with experience. In addition. Soar
allows the smooth integration of planning
and reaction in decision making (Pearson

suplplenier ing thet( agent's knowledge in Or-

reflect the satnie types of weaknesses a, hu
mans. Thliese incl'ude llenutal limit alions.
such as at teit ion ani( cognit yie load. arid
physical limitations, such as reduced cognitive processing under high forces (such
as during a hard turn).
To capture the complex interactions between
tenagents in a simulation, we feel it niec-

(ler to carry out niOre' conplex nissions.

and intelligent as possible. Simulation via

et al. 1993). FinallY. Soar is tlie folinidat loi
for the development of a proposel uni fieI
theory of, human cognit ion (Newell, 1!990).
and t hus maps quit(e well onto a number of

the cognitive issues of interest. This paper
reports the results of our research ill constructing an intelligezit agent for all initial.
simple training scenario and our efforts at

Complexities of tactical decisionmaking
In order to complete a tactical mission,
pilots incorporate multiple types of knowledge. These inclulde. for example. knowledge about the goals of the mission, airplane and weapon constraints, survival tactics. controlling tihe vehicle. characteristics
of the environment. and the physical and
cognitive capabilities of all of the agents
taking part in the scenario. In addition.,
pilots use their knowledge flexibly and exhibit adaptive behavior. This includes a
variety of capabilities, such as reasoning
about (arid surviving in) unexpected situiations. adapting to new situations, learning from experience, and addressing multipie goals sirmultaneously (e.g., protecting a
posit ion. intercept ing tihe enemy, anrd stirviving). Finally. pilots integrate decisionmaking during a mission with split-second
reactions to new situations and potential
thIreat s.
lobiist automated forces that can carry
out general simulated missions must ad,Iress these issues. especially if the forces
are to behave, as humans would in similar circiinistanc((,. In addition to providing the wide range,( of capabilities that hliman pilots exhibit. intelligent agents must

essarv for each agent to be as autonomous

stochastic methods can capture general behaviors of groups of agents. but a more realistic simulation requires each agent to behave individually, with is own set of goals.
constraints, and perceptions. In addition,
if the agents are to be used for training pilots, they must be intelligent in order to
provide as rich a training environment as
would flying against real humans.
Requirements for an intelligent automated agent
The primary research question is how intelligent, automated agents should be implemented. A simple solution would be
to attempt to create "simulation-pilot expert systems". This would involve converting knowledge about high-level tactical decision-making into a fixed rule base.
The system would suggest the most appropriate action (or set of actions) based on
the current status of the environment. In
fact, a number of expert systems have been
implemented for various aspects of tactical
decision-making (e.g., Kornell, 1987; Ritter & Feurzeig, 1987: Zytkow & Erickson,
1987; ).
H-owever, while expert systems have some
of the strengths required for realistic simulation, they are usually weak in other areas. In a standard rule-based approach, it
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mulil)le. (lv'nanlic goals that pilots niist
IIIcontrast. svsteims that
reason about.
C(in reason well ini such a complex domain
generallyv have difficult ies making decisions
in real tinme. andl they
often do not have
the abilit v to react to changes in the environilent when t here is not enough time
tMaintaining
to plan ahead. In a(ldition. systenis with
only high-level tactical knowledge prove to
be rat her rigid.,
nlehss the syste
can
be l)reprograuinied for every P~ossi~le (ointingency. its perforianice degrades greatly
when it finds itself ill unexpected sittuations. Finally. expert systems generally ignore tihe possibilitY of learning with expethe+
and other
rience
rask.Intelligent.
andote cognitive
oglite aspects
aspets of
ofthe
mtask.
Intelligent alothonomouis
srnuist
agents
combine all of these strengths, having the
ability to reason about
ult iple goals in
a complex en\vironrient. react quickly and
appropriately when the tirne for complex
reasoning is limited, adapt to new situations gracefully, and improve its behavior
with experience,
In order to create an agent that can reason and t react in real time. and is flexiils
enough to adapt to iew situations, it is not
enough simply to eticode high-level tactics
as rules in tie" system. Rather, the systern must also utnd( rtand why each highlevel tactical decision is made, so it must
contain knowledge of the first principles
that sup~port those decisions. For exanlle.
part of one tactic for intercepting a bogey
involves achieving a desired lateral separation from thle bogey's flight path. On
way to generate
this behavior
oveto
aentto is to include
ideforlit,
a Seciic
a specific rule for the agent to move to
the desired lateral separation wheii it is on
the appropriate leg of the intercept. ttowever. a more intelligent agent encodes the

tactic works (so that the fighter will
have enough space to comie around for a
rear-quarter shot if the long and medi unirange missiles miss).
With the appropriate supporting knowledge. the system can function in situations
that tile programmer may not have anticipated.
lateral separation
from the bogey's flight path is a general
principle that allows the fighter room to
negotiate a turn for a short-range missile
shot. This principle may have an impact in
a large number of tactical situations, and
therefore shouldn't be considered as merely
an instruction to follow for one particular type of intercept. If the system reasons from first principles, the programmer
ldoes not have to hard code every possible
contingency, and good variations on tactics
should emerge in response to unanticipated
changes in the simulation environment.

implementing the agent in this manner
also provides advantages in terms of adding
new knowledge to the system. If the tactical decisions emerge from low-level knowledge, high-level decisions will change appropriately as the supporting knowledge is
changed or supplemented. New low-level
knowledge (such as a better understanding of geometric principles or radar limitations) will interact with existing knowledge
to generate subtle (or possibly dramatic)
changes in behavior. Thus, the agent can
reason in a number of new situations without requiring a new specific rule for each
case. The ease of adding new knowledge
to the system also makes it possible to incorporate existing machine-learning mechanisms. These can allow the system to
adapt and improve its behavior with experience. as well as provide insights into
how human pilots learn about tactics.
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)i J it)citii Solxi rig
or, hlie llale
ItejIhat hiolds a st eadlv cou rse
we'll stllted fr. this ivl\le(
antI alt it ule, arid does niot carry any ofof Iiit-k. It 'illvit h' kiiowled ge Intiio pro)iYfelsive t hreat s. 'The(key to th'is scenario is
hill .'/)(Ic(.- a ndI lows goals antd act ions
I hat t hie bogey does riot at temnpt to evade
In olt' pr'oblemi space't to b) in) pijleluienrt ed
(ji n k) the fighter's at tack inl any way. A Icu
evt
though t his sit nat ion sntI
ar oI her. T swhen thle
via
reaM~~ii iii g
agent has a high Iext'l goal to inii rcejpt a
often Iin real combat situations, it is a valu1)0gevy. for exampille. It call Swit ch p~roblemu
able trairiiig sit uation for pilots. It teaches
spaces a rid reasoni about the characteristics
thlemi how to line up thle delivery' of various
of its weapons, radar. airp~larne. arid ruilitypes of missiles when the bogey's behavior
Iarv dloctrinire. Thie knowledgue fronii each
is very predictable. WVhen a non-offensive
of 'thlese spaces combiiines to genierat e anr
bogey. s b~ehavior becomes less predict able.
ap~pro priat e Ia('t it'a a(ction. Ilii turni. thle
tihe tactics requiri ed to inrtercept it actua1lly
hiigh- level act ion ta;iil t hen lbe Imiplleimenit ed
become simplf~er (but less effective).
in it lproblemi space that conitainis inieditiriiThere are three main phases involved in
leveaoutI~lne
knwlege
iiaieniei' or
at tacking a rion-jinking bogey (see Figure
low- level knowledgt' about moving t lie stickI).Teeivlediernlogmdum
arnd flippirng switcdhes,
and short-range missiles. During each of
Because knowledge is separated iiito probW
the phases. the fighter must assume that
1cmn spact,'. it c-al bile easily uipdatedl. For
the current missile will miss, and simulexample. if lie agt'iit 's p~lanie is equipped
taneoushv maneuver into the most advanwithI a new radar- withI a longer r'aiige. outly
tageous position for the next phase. For
the knowledge iii lie "riadai' space need
example. while moving closer to the bogey'
be updated..New tdtcisions iiuade inl thle
to fire a long-range missile, the fighter also
radar- space wxill Interact withI thle results
attempts to achieve the best lateral sepof reasoninrg Iin o1 lit'r p~roblem spaces. evenaration and target aspect for a shot with
trial lY Imnpactinrg, hiighi-level decisions such
thle mediun- range missile (see Figure 2).
as which specific act ions should be t akerin\trdlvrn
meium-range imisie

'lit' St
INewel,
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to Initercep~t a boge~y. Likewise, if thle anrtomlat ('( agent is iiovedl to a. new sinitilation erivi ronnileit %%,illI a niew interfa-e. xve
canl apIprolpriat ely upd~tate the knowledge inl
lie coi o"problem space, leaving thle
reriaininirg kniowledlge inutact.

Simple tactical situations
Our- inriit ial effort to (onst ruict anir itelligernt ageiit fotrist's oii two tactic-al sceriar105 iisedl im t rainling, pilotns: the "nion-jiriking
bogey- anid *I- v-I aggre'ssivye bogey" st-t_
na ios

j fiii tlieiini
i rg bge

scnaro,

lie target Is anr airplanie ( such as it (-argo

the fighter must perform dlisplacement and
counter trims in order to end uip behind
thle bogey. Thiis allows tile fighter to fire
a rear-quarter short-range missile. Due to
these constraints, the fighter cannot simply
head onl a collision course with the b)ogey.
lbut must get to the bogey as quickly as
p~ossible while ensuring that it canl eventulallv achieve a rear-qjuarter missile shG".
[he tactics for executing this scenario are
mp( e Th fihe.us
civ
relatively simpe

h

ihe

is

civ

the approp~riate lateral separation and target aspect while firing its weapons at the
rittine.Tnitmsexceth(i-

FIGHTER
1. LONG-RANGE

MISSILE

2. MEDIUM-RANGE MISSILE

3. COUNTERTURN &
SHORT-RANGE MISSILE

BOGEY

Figure 1. Three stages for intercepting a non-jinking bogey.

FIGHTER

LATERAL
SEPARATION

TARGET
ASPECT
BOGEY

Figure 2. Definition of lateral separation and target aspect.
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Details of the initelligent agent

thlie "Iiirt-t'alle i.hISiile..\s 111cnit lio(ed p)re'-

into rules for the ageit, lbut tt(,," wuil, I
then only work under very specific (ircu*igoes right. ThusI
evervt iing
stances
we have where
ilnpleeiitedl
thlie knowledlge that
SUl))orts t hese t act ics. This knowledge
ljstifies why each tactical decision should be
niade when it is iiade. This allows th
s
for
coitrse
oin
back
get
to
ple.
exami
tent. for
a short-range inissile shot if it misses its
opport unity for tie inediuni-range iiissile
shot for sonie reason. lin addition. any partictular action that Ilie agent generates will
be based oii the supporting knowledge. and
the agent has the potential to explain its
decision (a facility we plan to add in the
future).
The I-v-I aggressive bogey scenario involves two airl)laines with similar capabila high-value unit
is protecting
One
ities. the
and
other
is attempting to destroy it.
ahen the two fighters come in contact thevi
1noth attempt to intercept and destroy each
other, with the overall goal of surviving,
This scenario highlights an interaction between different low-level constraints that
results in tactical decisions. For examl)le.
Ifone highter is equipped with a slightly
better radar. iiissiles with longer range,
or a more mobile airplane. it draniatically
affects the actions that should be taken
in completing the mission and surviving,
Our agent so far only partially implements
this I-v-I scenario, and it involves a nunber of issues that make it more complex
than the norin-jinking bogey scenario. After discussing tlihe cu'rrent state of the agent
niodel. we will describe these issues in detail.

vIn order to construct an agent that sucessh'ull intercepts a non-jinking bogey. we

analvzed tactics for the scenario and interviewed former pilots and radar intercept
officers. This allowed us to determine the
underlying knowledge and first principles
that support the tactics. Then. we encoded this knowledge into an executable
Soar system.
The Soar agent's knowledge is organized
into p)roblem spaces, each containing operators that allow the agent to reason about
particular types of goals. When the agent
cannot immediately carry out an action at
one level, it, uses Soar's universal subgoaling mechanism to move into an alternate
p)roblem space and consider methods for
carrying out that action. Therefore, highlevel tactical decisions are eventually implemented as medium-level maneuver actions or low-level control actions, and the

agent always has multiple goals in memory
that it uses to reason about and react to
its ever-changing situation.
Depending on the particular simulation
platform. the current Soar agent requires
between 13 and 17 problem spaces to reason with; i.e.. 13-17 different types of goals
that it reasons about. Most of these are
shown in Figure 3. The mission, protecthvu, barcap, and intercept problem spaces
encode tactical knowledge for carrying out
missions and performing intercepts. The
problem spaces for weapons and missiles
include knowledge about specific weapons
and the actions that must be performed
to deliver them to a target. The maneuver and absolutes problem spaces determine the actual plane maneuvers that must
be carried out to implement higher-level
actions. The remaining problem spaces im-

TOP-PS

Mission

Protect
HVU

Intercept

Barcap

Weapons

Missiles

Fire-Irm

Fire-mrm

Maneuvers

Get-Irm
lar

Get-mrm
lar

Fire-srm

Get-srm
lar

Absolutes

Other problem-spaces for low-level controls

Figure 3. Soar's problem spaces for intercepting a non-jinking bogey.
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we are taking advantage of the strenigthis
of lie Soar architecture Iin order to im1pl('rielit these two important capabilities
(Covrigarti. 1992).
Ijeo0ls

.

Discussion
\'
aeipeine

nitliet

u

toriornous agent that com pletes m issions in
a simple tactical scenario. The agent is
designed with flexibility inmind. It reasons *from first principles about high-level
tactical decisions. and is thus able to reasoliunxetdiuaosadrcvr

gracefully froni mistakes. In addition. the
agent's knowledge base is flexible enough
to be easily transferred between simulation
in ordner Toesta
ewea
bogey
the
fighte tof av'
platforms and to encode new tactics in a
mus ran e. theseCout h'lietng g sbogeywepo
fashion. W e are currently" im plei Irlis b ls toTIs -riodlular
('O
g iloa si t uotIi
lect fronr riiult iple p~ossible act ions.
his
mrtn
h
nweg
eesr
o h
h
theo1-v-Ieaggressive boagentin tohopee
t vpe of reasoniinrg leads dIirect ly to ('011o
opeete1v1agesv
aett
posit e tactical act ions. For example. the
ge~v scenario. [his Includes addressing the
ugh ter miay get close enough to fire a Iiii1
w
iuotn
isse fsta
~iiieoe
st makeeaf
thentan
sitddenohard t rn
wri
sileandthe
mak a uddn had trn.
tat ion arid achieving multiple simultaneous
Thie t urn
rriust be hard enough to keep) tlile
anid interacting goals.
lboge-v a rid fighter from gett inrg ('lose too
Orir fuitutre research will involve incremenbut riot so hard that the fighter
qiliklY.
(1
tally expanding the agent's knowledge base
lose, it, radar lock onl thle bogey (wxhrich
so it can reason robulst ly in a wide range
woii Id pi it thre f~i~lier at a large (lisadlvanof 1-x- 1 scenarios. We will also soon fotage . IrII thIis Mianlner, the agent dleter('us 011 miodeling more complex scenarios.
iniinis lie I )('t actIion t hat siupport s t wo
iiicluding those involving more than two
111iiiitallcoiis. conilhict ilig goals.

0

planes. This will also allow 1is to ex.pand

Rosenbloom. P. S.. Laird. .1. .. Newell. .\.

the agents coverage of the cognitive behaviors involved in tactical flight. For example. we will incorporate more intelligent

& Mc('arl. 1. (19!)91 )..\ preliiniarv analv'sis of the Soar architecture as a basis for

methods for situation assessment. modeling other agents (i.e.. robustly predicting

general intelligence. Artificial Intdlli• nc(.
47. 289-3-5.
Zvtkow, .J, M., & Erickson. I. D. (19S7).

actions and goals of other participants in
the scenario. both friends and foes), iden-

Tactical manager in a simulated environment. In Z. \V. Ras k I. Zemankova (Eds.).

tifying potential threats, and reacting to
them. Beyond that. we will focus on more

Aethodologihs for intelligent systems. Amsterdam: Elsevier Science.

complex cognitive tasks, such as more comiplete integration of planning, reaction. and
execution, more sophisticated interpretation of the environment and other agents,
and learning from instruction.
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